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The global digitization of tax collection and the new way to audit tax

Tax authorities conference in Beijing in May 2016
- 48 tax authorities participating in OECDs working group for tax authorities
globally
- Developing a road map to become digital tax authorities
- Transformation towards data driven audit in real time
- Leading best practice” within innovation
- Developments ongoing in fast pace
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SAF-T, e-invoicing, real-time reporting and other digital reporting initiatives
– Global overview

UK
• ‘Making Tax Digital’ (MTD)
• Digitization of tax submissions
• VAT only from April 2020

Ireland
• Electronic submission of Payroll
Tax Data from 2020 at time of
payment

Romania
• SAF-T pilot expected 2020
• E-audit- not applicable, but, based on the
law, it is an option further
to be implemented
• RTR- mandatory for large taxpayers,
optional for the rest

Netherlands
• SAF-T applicable (XAF)
• Financial GL data
• Optional regime

Germany
• SAF-T applicable (GoBD)
• Depending on the scope
of audit
• Upon request

Lithuania
• SAF-T applicable (i.SAF) for VAT invoices (issued and received), also additional
customs information, i.e. i.VAZ for the submission of data on consignment and
other goods documents. On a regular basis since 1 October 2016

Norway
• SAF-T financial data currently optional. It
will become mandatory upon request from
January 2020

Kazakhstan
• SAF-T expected in 2020
• On a voluntary basis
Russia
• Comprehensive invoice details filed with VAT
return

Luxembourg
• SAF-T applicable
• OECD SAF-T based: GL,
invoices, payments, customers,
suppliers, tax table
• Upon request

Poland
• SAF-T applicable (JPK) since 1 July 2016
• Monthly submission of VAT ledger
• Several other files upon request (bank statements,
warehouse info, comprehensive GL info) to be
available upon request
• Electronic Financial Statements - 2020

France
• Reduced SAF-T applicable
• Data of statutory accounting
• Upon request

Portugal
• SAF-T applicable
• GL, supplier and customer info, tax
table, invoices, product tables
• Both monthly and upon request
• B2G eInvoicing from 2020

Spain
• Spanish SII implemented in
2017
Austria
• SAF-T applicable
• Depends on requested
information
• Upon request
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United Arab Emirates
• Introduction of the FAF file
expected

Italy
• VAT reporting e-submission for
invoices received and issued

Czech Republic
• Comprehensive invoice
details due with every tax
return
• No e-audit

Brazil
• SPED system
• Disclose full invoice details before
obtaining valid invoice number
• On a regular basis

Angola
• Introduction of VAT
with SAF-T from July
2020

Hungary
• Data export function
on invoicing software since 1
January 2016
• Online connection established
between invoice invoicing
software and the tax
authorities’ system as of 1
July 2017
• Submission of electronic
invoice details from 1 July
2018

Slovenia
• Standardized file used for electronic
tax data in general
• Used in tax audit and similar
South Africa
procedures
• ‘IT14SD’ reconciliation
• Upon request
of return to ledgers for
Income Tax, VAT, PAYE,
and Customs

China
• Golden Tax system
• Disclose full invoice details before obtaining
valid invoice number
• No SAF-T or e-audit
Malaysia
• With GST repealed GST audit file (GAF) is no
longer applicable
• With SST reinstated we expect GAF like to be
introduced soon
Singapore
• Simplified SAF-T: IRAS Audit File (IAF)
• Upon request

Indonesia
• E-invoice mandatory
• No SAF-T or E-audit

Australia
• E-audit introduced recently but upon
request
• No SAF-T

Types of digital reporting
Four core approaches

Real-time reporting putting
pressure on finance
functions:

e-Filing focus on driving
automated process from
source to file:

• Spanish SII reporting:
• UK MTD: The UK’s Making
Electronic AP and AR invoice
Tax Digital initiative to
submission in near real-time – automate the submission of
every 4 days
VAT reporting.
• Hungary real-time upload:
Electronic submission of all
domestic AR ‘B2B’ invoices in
real-time: e-Invoicing to
regulator
Electronic transfer of
invoice data as
transactions are created
and booked in accounting
systems. Governments
capture data as it is
created:
• Italian SDI: Requires
real-time submission of all
B2B and B2C invoicing in
electronic format

• Poland JPK: Electronic
submission of book
information (warehouses,
finance) on a monthly
process.

Real-time
Reporting

e-Filing

e-Invoicing

e-Audit

Response time
Immediate
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e-Audit focusing on all
data hosted within ERP
and other systems.
Slower to respond, but
more comprehensive:

Periodic

• Norwegian SAF-T:
Require entire ERP system
to be uploaded in
electronic filing format.
Potentially looking at
entire back-up of ERP
systems.
On request

SAP Global Tax Management & Extensions
SAP eDocument/Document
Compliance

SAP Tax Service
• Calculate accurate tax with minimum
human intervention

• Comply with many local regulations
mandating the use of electronic
documents

• Universal integration to partner tax
engines
SCP

Accelerators/Extensions
• Central Finance
• Global Tax Requirements
(G100)

Deloitte Tax Digital
Boardroom on SAP
Analytics Cloud

• Indirect Tax Determination

• Insight

• Pre-configured Global Tax
Management

• Stakeholder reporting

• PaPM enabled for
Operational Transfer Pricing

SAP Advanced Compliance
Reporting (ACR)
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Transactional

• Manage statutory reporting
worldwide with unified user
experience

Analytics

S/4HANA

• Anticipate / Predictive

SAP Tax Compliance
• Automatically identify incorrect tax
data and manage rectification

Direkt skatt och automatisering
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Set the scene - End to end direct tax cycle

Integrating Finance and Direct tax by setting the IFRS Tax Accounting foundation right

Bookkeeping and accounting
during the period

Process
return to
provision

Direct Tax Cycle

Prepare and
file CIT
return
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Document
business
and tax
events

Statutory
accounts

IFRS tax
Accounting

•

Majority of multinationals run each process step within
the Direct tax cycle as a standalone process;

•

Majority of time currently spent on data gathering,
reconciliations of data and massaging the data to the
level of detail required with no or very little interrelation
between the sub processes;

•

However, same dataset for IFRS Tax accounting,
Statutory Tax accounting and eventually the CIT return
is required. The IFRS Tax accounting position is simply a
pro-forma CIT return. Hence, why not integrate these
processes?

Start with our Tax Accounting automation

The envisaged end state architecture
Architecture
Record / ERP

Consolidation / EPM

Reports

IAS 12
disclosure

Consolidation

ERP(s)

Tax
Accounting

Local CIT return
software

CIT returns

Envisaged end state architecture: an integrated solution with financial systems and data
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Considerations at ERP level

Lot of multinationals moving towards new ERP system: what to do from a direct tax
perspective?

FI-CO

•
•
•

Legal entity reporting
Expense management and analysis
Cash tax

Organizational Structure

Assets
depreciation

•
•

GL

Automation of book/tax adjustments
Country by Country Reporting

Chart of Accounts

Key building blocks

S/4HANA
Universal Journal

(Master) Data

AP/AR

Withholding taxes
Currencies

Fixed
Assets
•
•
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•

Ledgers

Tax Fixed Assets
Tax gain/losses
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Automation of book to tax differences

A potential view on your tax adjustments

Book to Tax differences

Non deductible interest
Meals and entertainment

Fines and penalties
Innovation box calculations
Fixed assets

Automate in ERP

Automate in tax
accounting engine

Manually / semiautomate from (Excel)
workpapers

Tax automation
opportunities
•

Low complexity

•

Stable legislation

•

Few/no exceptions

•

Relevant data easily
available

•

High volumes

•

No qualitative judgement

•

Configure vs build

ERP vs outside system
considerations

Intangibles
Pension liabilities
Provisions
Other assets & liabilities
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•

Close to source vs close
to end user

•

Tax ownership

•

Configure vs build

•

Ease of maintenance

•

Fit to IT strategy
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Tax accounting solutions – what’s out there?

Buy versus Build
• Determine the solution that fits best into the architecture and your requirements
• There are off-the-shelf software solutions available. Also, there are options to customize a solution into already licensed software solutions in
the architecture.

• The buy versus build discussion.
Pros
• Best practices “out-of-the-box” in which 90% of
the functionality implied by most companies for
tax accounting is immediately available
• Minimises resources needed to develop, test and
rework tax logic
• Own timing for consolidation, translation and not
relying on Finance process
• Maintenance without major specialists input

Buy
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Cons
• Additional subscription costs for Tax Accounting
solution
• Metadata and data are within two systems, hence
maintenance in two applications

Build
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The right moment to set the next step

What are the triggering events?

Triggering Events
1.

Implementation ERP / Cloud / Consolidation system / EPM

2.

Merger or Acquisition / Post Merger Integration projects

3.

Finance Transformation / Move to Shared Service Centers

4.

Identification of control risks by the auditor / lack of audit trail

5.

Pain in the Tax Close (data quality, insufficient time, resource dependency)

6.

Improvement of CIT return (cost of compliance, submission date, quality)

7.

Anticipation of Digital Tax Authorities
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Thank you
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